
Kitsune-no-Botan
≪Information≫
You can enjoy a variety of 
drinks and cuisines in a 
friendly atmosphere.
Kitsune-no-botan is a small 
flower, whose meaning is a 
blessed life.  We hope to  
provide many.encounters.

＜No.１ Menu＞

Kitsune-no-Botan
Furusato-no Mise

Furusato-no-MiseOkonomiyaki

Teichan
≪Information≫
We sell crackers named “The
National Treasure Kabuto
Sembei.”
In autumn, you can buy baked 
sweet potatoes on weekends.

≪Good Points≫
Everyone is friendly, so I
can make friends with all
the visitors soon.

≪Eggs as you like≫
I will add fried eggs or  
soba noodles as you 
like！

Fried Soba and Rice

≪Good Points of Omishima≫
Wonderful nature. The air is
clean and fresh. In spring, the
cherry, wisteria and orange
blossoms smell sweet. Summer
is the season of cicadas, beetles,
swimming and fishing. The
autumn, harvests and oranges.

≪ Message To Visitors≫
May your trip here make you 
smile and be a good memory.

Add：5508, Miyaura Omishima
☎ ：0897-82-0120
Open：12:00～Sold Out

19:00～23:00
Days Off：Check on the phone or SNS♪

Add： 5495, Miyaura Omishima

☎ ：0897-82-0766
Open：Not Regularly
Days Off：Not Regularly
※Reservation is necessary. 

Teichan

≪Information≫
This shop is run by a
woman who used to be a
dressmaker. It’s good to
have okonomiyaki in a
cozy shop♪

Add：5508-1 , Miyaura Omishima

☎ ：0897-82-0539
Open：10:00～17:00
Days Off：Not Regularly

Fresh Squeezed
Mikan Juices

≪Good Points of Omishima≫
The sea, the sky and the 
mountains are beautiful.  So 
are the lanterns along the 
road at night.
≪Our Motto≫
We’d like our restaurant to 
be loved by local people!

Horse Mackerel Bowl

Tsuruhime Park
The theme of this park is “Tsuruhime”, 
who was called thevSaint John of Arc of 
the Seto Inland Sea.  You can learn the 
legend of “Tsuruhime” with illustrations 
here.  Please take a break here♪
Go to page 43 to learn more about 
“Tsuruhime”.

Murakami Iseido(Br)

Tairyo

See p.30

You can see the statues 
of Tsuruhime and Ochi 
Yasunari, her lover.

Grilled Meat
Chigusa

See p.30

※ Reservation is a must.
（Weekdays: 2 servings or 
more）


